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Transparency Laws ID Costly Drugs and Those with Unsupported Price Hikes
Using Data and Innovation, States Work to Improve Maternal Vaccination
Rates
New Tool Helps States Leverage Prescription Drug Purchasing Power
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State Transparency Laws Identify Costly
Drugs, including Those with Unsupported
Price Hikes
The same costly drugs identified by state transparency reports also
appear in an independent research institute’s report on drugs whose
rapidly rising prices are not supported by new clinical evidence. All of
the drugs identified by the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review
with unsupported price increases also appear on states’ lists of
costliest drugs. This blog highlights the value of state transparency
laws to shine a light on drugs creating the greatest affordability
challenges for states.

Using Data and Innovation, States Work to
Improve Maternal Vaccination Rates
Only one-third of pregnant women receive the recommended
influenza and pertussis (whooping cough) vaccinations during
pregnancy, and cost and access barriers lead to even lower rates for
women enrolled in Medicaid. To protect pregnant women and their
infants, California, Colorado, and Wisconsin are using innovative
strategies to increase vaccination rates, ranging from including
requirements and incentives in Medicaid managed care contracts to
using data to identify areas of populations, regions, and providers
with low immunization rates. This blog explores how these three
states are addressing low maternal vaccination rates.

New Tool Helps States Leverage Prescription
Drug Purchasing Power
As officials explore leveraging their collective buying power to
purchase prescription drugs, NASHP has developed a Checklist for
Coordinating Public Purchasing of Prescription Drugs to help states
establish baseline data across public purchasers and identify
opportunities for coordination. This blog highlights how the checklist
can be used to help states gather critical data on purchasers’
contracts with pharmacy benefit managers, determine how much is
spent on drugs based on net cost and utilization, and better
understand each purchaser’s prescription drug benefits.

Webinar: MA Secretary
Sudders Shares her State’s
Comprehensive Health Reform
Bill with State Leaders
1-2 p.m. (ET) Friday, Nov. 8, 2019

NASHP is sponsoring a state officials-only webinar featuring
Secretary of Massachusetts Executive Office of Health and Human
Services Marylou Sudders (pictured). She will walk policymakers
through Massachusetts' Act to Improve Health Care by Investing in
Value that aims to manage health care cost drivers, in part by
strengthening the state's cost-growth benchmark and subjecting
certain high-cost drugs to an accountability process. Sudders will
answer questions during this off-the-record forum for state leaders.
NASHP continues to work with states to develop a variety of
strategies to stem rising health system costs and will feature
additional tools and resources at its website soon. Register here.
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Webinar: State-Only
Discussion of MA’s Health
Reform Bill to Address Cost,
Value, Workforce, and More 
1-2 p.m. (ET)  
Friday, Nov. 8, 2019

 
Webinar: Use of Technology
to Support Older, Rural
Adults Aging in Place -
Spotlight on Arizona 
2-3 p.m.  
Tuesday, Nov. 12, 2019
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Request for Proposals to
Conduct Listening Sessions
for the RAISE Family
Caregiving Advisory Council 
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NASHP Policy Associate
Positions

 
NASHP Research Analysts

Resource of

the Month 

NY Focuses on
First 1,000 Days of
Childhood
Development
This month, NASHP features
New York’s Final Report of
the First 1,000 Days
Preventive Pediatric Care
Clinical Advisory Group.
Learn how the Empire State
is addressing preventive
primary care for children and
improving population health.
View other resources at the
Healthy Child Development
State Resource Center,
supported by the David and
Lucile Packard Foundation.
Submit new resources to
ehiggins@nashp.org. 

National Academy for State Health Policy
The National Academy for State Health Policy is a nonpartisan forum of policymakers
throughout state governments, learning, leading and implementing innovative solutions
to health policy challenges.  
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